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Appendix A
Interview Guide
Rapport building:
Hi
How often do you go?
What type of places do you like?
Do you usually go with friends/partner?
What do you like to do in nightlife settings?

Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. As per the information the current study aims to
investigate the factors affecting young Australians’ responses to sexual behaviors in nightlife
settings. Please consider the following scenario after I have read the scenario I will ask you
some questions. “Sarah is dancing in a crowd and John who is a part of the crowd
unexpectedly grabs her bum.”

Is this a behavior that you’ve seen occur in nightlife settings like bars or nightclubs?
If yes, could you tell me roughly the last time you saw it happen? Or about a similar behavior
you saw happen.

Do you think this is a typical behavior in bars and nightclubs? Could you explain what you
mean by typical?
If it’s not typical how often do you think it would occur?
How acceptable is this behavior to you?
What do you think other nightlife users think about this behavior? Would they agree with
your views on the behavior?

How do other nightlife users react when they observe these behaviors?
What would you do if you saw this happen?
What would make it difficult for you to intervene?
What do you think would make it easier for you to intervene?

Prompts
Could you please explain that?
That’s interesting can you tell me anymore?

